RE-OPENING SCHOOL & BUSINESS SAFELY

Under the NYSED DOH RECOVERING, REBUILDING, AND RENEWING: THE SPIRIT OF NEW YORK’S SCHOOLS REOPENING GUIDANCE that was released on 7/16/2020

Digital Wellness Planning & Compliance
Thermal Elevated Body Temperature Detection
Face Mask & Social Distancing Compliance Detection
Smart Thermometers
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How do we re-open safely and assure our staff and communities that we have done all we are doing all we can to reduce risks. Our mission at IntraLogic Solutions is to create safer communities by detecting dangers before they become a threat to our Schools and Businesses. We are working with multiple vendors in order to develop guidelines and directions, that are consistent with newly released Federal, State and Local reopening guidance. We will also be assisting on compliance with HIPPA guidelines, privacy concerns and opt out issues.

**Elevated Body Temperature Detection**
Detect potential elevated body temperatures of people prior to entering a building to assist in determination of fever related issues.

**Facial Mask Detection**
Detects non-compliant use of facial PPE where required.

**Re-Opening Support**
Assist in getting Students, Staff and employees back to work and school.

**Social Distancing Compliance Detection**
Detects non-compliant social distancing.

**Smart Thermometers**
Stop the spread of contagious illness through early detection and early response.

**Digital Wellness Compliance**
Precisely curated floorplans highlighting updated technology, traffic flow, signage, cleaning, sanitizing, and disinfection stations. Pre-Screening & Digital Janitorial Logs.
Enterprise w/ Artificial Intelligence

Model: TempChecker

- Integrates with existing Surveillance Systems and Access Control
- Face database with accuracy monitor
- Scan up to 16 targets at a time
- High temperature detection alarm
- Thermal image history
- Data analytics report
- Easy to use interface
- Social Distancing Detection
- Mask Off Detection

Mask Off Detection
Instant Alerts
Social Distancing Detection
As Seen on Fox 5 News
Portable Solution
Model: MobileScan

Fast, automated screening
In seconds, the system detects a face finds the most reliable spot to measure and displays a pass/fail alert.

Meets FDA guidelines
Seek Scan meets the accuracy specification, includes a reference heat source and is made for single person screening.

Enables social distancing
Delivers the same performance as a temporal thermometer - but with a safe social distance.

Easy to install & easy to use
Start scanning in minutes using two tripods and a Windows PC. No special equipment or training required.

Proven Technology
Thermal imaging has been tested, studied and deployed globally for years in skin temperature measurement applications.

Affordable
The most affordable thermal screening system that meets FDA guidelines for initial body temperature assessment during the COVID-19 Public Health Emergency.
Handheld / Compact Solutions

Model: FT-2TABLET
Temperature Measurement & Face Recognition Terminal

- **Accurate Temperature Measurement**
  - Error of Plus or Minus 0.3°C

- **Mask Detection**
  - No need to remove the mask, automatically capture the face for identification

- **30,000 Person Face**
  - Support 30,000 local face storage

- **Fill-In Light**
  - Built-in fill-in, low light situations applicable

- **Embedded Systems**
  - Low power consumption, high stability

- **High Recognition Rate**
  - Face recognition accuracy rate is as high as 99.5%

- **Two-Eye Recognition**
  - Support two-eye live human face detection

- **Mobile APP**
  - Visitor management, information push

- **Backstage Management**
  - Abnormal records, equipment management, personnel management

- **Fast Recognition**
  - 200ms face recognition

---

As Seen on Fox 5 News

*NEW TECH TO KEEP STUDENTS SAFE FROM COVID-19*
OPTION 4

Infrared Hand / Forehead Contactless Thermometer

Model: ILS3PRO

HIGH TEMPERATURE WARNING
Detection failure light prompt, abnormal temperature warning function

FAST
0.1s fast temperature measurement

ACCURATE
Display accuracy 0.1 C – 0.2c

STABLE
Ergonomic design

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL
Multi-functional design
myWORKBADGE
Easily conduct Health and Risk Assessments at home
Turn-Key Screening without the overhead

Integrates with:
• School Attendance Systems
• School Information Systems
• Card Access Systems
• Smart Thermometers
• Universal QR/Barcode Scanners

Contact tracing  Customized checklists  Activity history  Verified screening  Hardware integrations  Workforce compliance  Daily reminders  Temperature scans  Safe and secure  Dashboards & reports
Equip ID
Disinfection Intelligence

Easily comply with the new SED/DOH requirements for verifying, accessing, and reporting on cleaning and disinfecting with our proven state-of-the-art software and tag system.

CLOSING THE LOOP ON HEALTH & SAFETY

TAP ON SITE TAG
Establishes proof of presence
System communicates areas and assets needing service

TAG PROVIDES HOW-TO GUIDANCE
App shows checklist of required tasks to be performed
Can show items still to be completed
Can upload photos

STAFF / PUBLIC CAN TAP TAG FOR STATUS
View disinfection schedule & history

MANAGEMENT TRACKS PROGRAM COMPLIANCE
System validates that disinfection services have been performed
Management can run exception reports to view deficiencies
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Digital Wellness Mapping:
Let our Professional Development team assist with creating your plans today.
Digital Wellness Planning:

Let our Professional Development team assist with creating your plans today

- Labeled cleaning protocols for all spaces in your workplace.
- Labeled sanitizing stations
- Labeled disaffecting wipes stations
- Labeled trash receptacles
- Plexiglass barrier locations
- Education signage
- Cleaning practices at precise locations
- Social distancing markings and signage
- Good hygiene practices with bold signage
- Air-cleaning systems
- Thermal scanning locations
- Areas of Quarantine
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